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Speak to the (1) thing I believe 

makes a leader worth following.

THE LUNCH MISSION



You’ll be inspired to lead better, 
equipped with practical 

guidance that you can put into 
practice the next day.

THE INTENDED GOAL:



WISH US LUCK!



The (1) Thing 



Leaders who build relationships.





When I started to build relationships 
in Cuyuna, we already had 25 miles 

of mountain bicycling trails. 



We needed to grow Cyclenomics 
which demanded trails for 3 days 
of riding without repeating a trail 

= 70 miles



And we desired a downtown full to 
the brim of lodging, restaurants, 
artisan crafters, the butcher, the 

baker, and the candlestick maker.



To build the trails we needed 
$6,000,000.



To revitalize the downtown we 
only needed $50,000,000 (or so).



We didn’t have any money,  
any influence, or any power.

WE ONLY HAD 2 PROBLEMS:



And the MN DNR said trail 
expansion was not in their plans.

WE ONLY HAD 2 PROBLEMS:



So what do  
you do?  
      Quit?



Nope. We built relationships.



We built relationships 
between competitive 

tourism areas. 



Cuyuna 
Aitkin 

Brainerd 
Mille Lacs 

Nisswa

Cuyuna 
Grand Rapids 

Chisholm 
Biwabik 

2011: 2021:

(+)



We introduced Cuyuna to Explore 
Minnesota who wasn’t aware 

Minnesota was soon to become a 
mecca for Mountain Bicycling.



Which netted us consistent  
placement in their national ad  

campaigns over the past decade  
at no cost to us.



We purposefully built meaningful 
relationships with each level of 
the Minnesota DNR all the way 

up to the Commissioner.



And our State Representatives 
and Senators were on our 

speed dial.



Statewide media still  
call us for story ideas.



Aug 2021





We built relationships with  
the CEOs and front line staff 

of competing national 
bicycle brands.



Trek 
Specialized 

Raleigh 
Surly 
Salsa 

45NRTH 
DTSwiss



We spoke in 8 states 
and 2 countries on 
behalf of what this 
Cuyuna promise had 
the ability to be.



We shared Our Vision within our 
local community via the tools 
we had. Stories in the Crosby 

Courier and social media.



Not 1 penny was spent  
on traditional advertising  
or marketing.



Did it work?



Overwhelmingly yes.



We helped raise $6M for trails  
and recruit 20+ new businesses 
to pay the bill to revitalize our 

main street downtown.



We’re recognized as the  
#17 Best Mountain Bicycle Trail

in the World.





Grew our annual cyclists from 
15k/year to 118k year.



Rendering a current annual 
economic impact of $12,000,000.



Helped our local hospital 
recruit 4 new surgeons.



Helped our K-12 education 
recruit 20+ new teachers.



And helped our major 
manufacturing bring on 75 new 

employees in 1 year.



And my personal mic drop . . .





Was it easy?



H - E - Double Hockey Sticks 
No!



We heard the word “no” so 
many times I wondered if it 

was my middle name.



I even heard “irrevocably no” 
one time.



I asked: “Does that mean yes?”



Building relationships = 
Being present 

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN:



Building relationships = 
Caring for the person,  

not their position

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN:



Building relationships = 
Forging a long term strategy 
where obstacles are hills to  

gain a better view.

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN:



Building relationships = 
Speaking about the future  
as if it is was already here. 

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN:



Building relationships = 
Together, accomplishing  

impossible tasks while having  
the time of your life.

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN:



Building relationships = 
Being consistent, persistent, 

magnetic.

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN:



Build relationships (at work)

BUILD RELATIONSHIP IN ACTION



Are your teammates levers 
to accomplish work?  

A tool to check boxes?



Or are they people with real lives. 
Real feelings. Real goals.



Are we as leaders truly treating 
our people as they are our 
most valuable resource?



When our teammates have 
difficulties or trials in their personal 

lives, are we there for them?



Do we go out of our way to help 
them, make their situation the 

best it can be within our means?



Or do we simply say, well, 
let us know when you can 

get back to work!



In meetings, do we drop everything, 
and pay 100% attention to the 

conversation underway?



Or do we hope to “kinda listen” and 
pound out a few eMails while we 

have a “semi-free second.”



Do we work to get a 
project done?



Or do we work to change 
our world?



Build relationships (at home)

BUILD RELATIONSHIP IN ACTION



Are we able to see what is  
right in front of us?



Do we have the ability to put down 
the device, to disconnect, to 

actually be present with our family?



I’m finding out fast, our firstborn 
turned 15 years old in 15 minutes.



Our spouses. 
Our parents. 
Our friends. 

Are they getting the best of us, or 
what’s left at the bottom of the tank?



Build relationships 
 (in our communities)

BUILD RELATIONSHIP IN ACTION



Are we invested into our 
community vision?



Our community struggle?



Are we in the trenches,  
lending a shovel, 

creating the solution? 



Or do we watch from our silo, 
using words like: “they . . .” 

“they should . . .” 
or “why don’t they?”



There is no “they” or “I” 
when we build relationships.  

Only “we”, only “us.”



As leaders, our superpower is 
to convert passion into action.



From my experience, the 1 way  
to do that, is by building 

relationships.



Being successful only at work isn’t 
success. Being successful at work, home, 

and within your community is success.



Don’t wait until tomorrow.  
Build relationships today.



Let’s make it happen.



Thank you.
Aaron W. Hautala 
@aaronhautala 
@strateligent 
@cuyunaadventuretown


